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barnaby rogerson is a leading british travel author and publisher he
has written six guidebooks a history of north africa a biography of
the prophet muhammad and an account of the early caliphate

barnaby rogerson wikipedia Apr 12 2024
barnaby rogerson born 17 may 1960 is a british author television
presenter and publisher he has written extensively about the muslim
world including a biography of the islamic prophet muhammad and
numerous travel guides rogerson was born in dunfermline scotland and
studied medieval history at st andrews university
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the heirs of the prophet muhammad and the roots of the sunni shia
schism by rogerson barnaby publication date 2006 topics ʻa ʼishah
approximately 614 678 ʻali ibn abi t a lib caliph approximately 600
661 abu bakr caliph 634 ʻuthma n ibn ʻaffa n caliph 656 islam history
islamic sects islam publisher
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barnaby Feb 10 2024
in a world where the understanding of religions is ever more essential
barnaby rogerson s book could not be better timed a sharp thoughtful
open minded account it brilliantly captures the historical resonance
and spiritual significance of this leader visionary and prophet

the prophet muhammad a biography by barnaby
rogerson Jan 09 2024
barnaby rogerson s elegant biography not only looks directly at the
life of the prophet muhammad but beautifully evokes for western
readers the arabian world into which he was born in 570 ad read more
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the prophet muhammad in this biography barnaby rogerson explores the
life and times of this deeply influential figure bringing to life the
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sixth century arabia where muhammad was born rogerson charts his early
years among the flocks the caravans and the markets of his native
mecca the night the archangel gabriel appeared before him and

barnabyrogerson com Nov 07 2023
barnaby rogerson is a leading british travel author and publisher he
has written six guidebooks a history of north africa a biography of
the prophet muhammad and an account of the early caliphate
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rogerson google Oct 06 2023
the prophet muhammad a biography in this fascinating and insightful
biography barnaby rogerson explores the life and times of muhammad
vividly describing the sixth century arabia where

the house divided by barnaby rogerson review
history today Sep 05 2023
on this rogerson provides only a partial answer despite this the house
divided is an entertaining account of the middle east revealing how
the region s major nations draw on or eschew the shia sunni paradigm
in their struggle for power it will not be recommended reading on any
university courses but as popular history it is to be lauded

the house divided book by barnaby rogerson
official Aug 04 2023
rogerson s original approach takes the modern chessboard of nation
states and looks at each through its particular history of empires and
occupiers minorities and resources sheikhs and imams the result is
wide ranging empathy understanding and insight a book that is vital
for anyone wishing to understand many of the current tensions in

books by barnaby rogerson author of the heirs
of muhammad Jul 03 2023
barnaby rogerson has 35 books on goodreads with 7040 ratings barnaby
rogerson s most popular book is let it come down
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the house divided sunni shia and the making of
the middle Jun 02 2023
in the house divided sunni shia and the making of the middle east
barnaby rogerson takes us through the history of this fascinating
religion and provides an indispensable insight into its followers who
have not just made history but helped shape the world in which we live

the prophet muhammad a biography by barnaby
rogerson May 01 2023
barnaby rogerson s elegant biography not only looks directly at the
life of the prophet muhammad but beautifully evokes for western
readers the arabian world into which he was born in 570 ad genres
religion biography islam history nonfiction

the heirs of the prophet muhammad rogerson
barnaby the Mar 31 2023
the heirs of the prophet muhammad hardcover january 1 2006 by barnaby
the rogerson author 112 see all formats and editions the prophet
muhammad taught the word of god to the arabs within a generation of
his death his followers as vivid a cast of heroic individuals as
history has known had exploded out of arabia to confront the

the prophet muhammad a biography rogerson
barnaby free Feb 27 2023
if one looks for a parallel example in the history of christianity one
would have to combine paul the apostle with the emperor constantine
and francis of assisi in this biography barnaby rogerson explores the
life and times of this deeply influential figure

the house divided kirkus reviews Jan 29 2023
by barnaby rogerson release date july 2 2024 rogerson s firsthand
experience provides an authenticity often missing from discussions of
the middle east and islam bookshelf shop now a wide ranging study of
the seeds of conflict in the islamic world planted centuries ago
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barnaby rogerson Dec 28 2022
buy a cheap copy of the prophet muhammad a biography book by barnaby
rogerson in this fascinating and insightful biography barnaby rogerson
explores the life and times of muhammad vividly describing the sixth
century arabia where muhammad free shipping on all orders over 15

the prophet muhammad a biography by barnaby
rogerson Nov 26 2022
in the present climate of fear and suspicion barnaby rogerson s
elegant biography of the prophet of islam is like a burst of sunshine

the house divided sunni shia and the making of
the middle Oct 26 2022
the house divided sunni shia and the making of the middle east
hardcover july 2 2024 by barnaby rogerson author 4 5 33 ratings see
all formats and editions pre order price guarantee terms an incisive
look at the past present and future of the religious divide that lies
at the heart of the middle east

cornucopia magazine barnaby rogerson Sep 24
2022
barnaby rogerson is a leading british travel author and publisher he
is author of a number of guidebooks and a biography of the prophet
mohammed together with rose baring he runs eland books
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